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day to day life. You observe the thoughts (as impacted by those serious things) as they fill you and then analyse your actions and movements as modulated by those thoughts. You feel extremely ecstatic on discovering newly profound changes/actions in you. I am saying all of these as I have observed myself to become and function as a better DBA (in terms of my thoughts and actions) after I have started reading "DB2 10.1/10.5 Certification Guide". Yes, you guys have read it right. DBAs at the end of the day need to execute a lot to keep the databases at the prime of their health and think more than they execute. It is thereby important that what whatever we, the DBAs read (and understand) has to be so rich that our thoughts and actions become supremely royal to focus with our analytical skills to troubleshoot the myriad of database related problems.

3. Thirdly, in this era of e-reading while I still prefer reading hard copies of books I can categorise books, that have found a place in my shelves in three categories.
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